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Abstract
Pyoderma gangrenosum (PG) is a rare skin condition characterized by ulcerative lesions and most often
associated with inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), ulcerative colitis, or Chron’s disease. Postsurgical
pyoderma gangrenosum (PSPG) of the breast is exceptionally rare and can occur in the absence of IBD. We
report on a patient with pyoderma gangrenosum following elective breast reduction and subsequent
reconstruction with gender-affirming top surgery. Through discussion of this IRB-reviewed case, we
encourage reconstructive surgeons to incorporate understanding of a patient’s gender identity, expression,
or goals during treatment to optimize their patient-centered care.
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Introduction
Pyoderma gangrenosum (PG) is a noninfectious, inflammatory skin disease (neutrophilic dermatosis)
characterized by the development of painful ulcers that progressively worsen. Although first described
almost a century ago, the standard of care for this condition remains unknown, and a majority of
management plans are empiric. Postsurgical pyoderma gangrenosum (PSPG) of the breast is exceptionally
rare, with an estimated incidence of 3-10 cases per million people in the United States and Europe [1-5].
Consequently, understanding of the disease process has primarily been through case reports and case
series. We report on a patient with pyoderma gangrenosum following elective breast reduction and
subsequent reconstruction with gender-affirming top surgery.

Case Presentation
The patient is a 25-year-old female with polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), fibromyalgia, and postural
orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS) who developed bilateral breast wounds three days postoperatively
from elective breast reduction surgery. She was initially managed by the operative surgeon with oral
antibiotics and wound care without improvement and then transferred to our emergency department (ED)
on postoperative day six due to concern for a necrotizing infection. On evaluation in the ED, the patient was
noted to have a low-grade fever, tachycardia, and leukocytosis associated with bilateral purple-rimmed
breast wounds inferior to the preserved nipple-areolar complexes (Figure 1). Erythema of the breasts, left
greater than right, was also noted with mild expressible purulent material from the left areolar complex
inset. For the working diagnosis of bilateral breast necrotizing infection, the patient was taken emergently
to the operating suite for debridement. Operative findings demonstrated mild amounts of necrotic tissue and
minimal purulence other than that expressed in the emergency department. Two subsequent operative
debridements were completed over a 72-hour period, and all gram stains and blood and wound cultures
demonstrated no bacterial or fungal growth. At the third operative debridement, tissue biopsies were taken,
all demonstrative of pyoderma gangrenosum. The diagnosis of PG was finalized in consultation with
infectious disease and dermatology. With the initiation of steroid therapy, wounds showed improvement.
The patient was discharged with plans for continued outpatient wound care.
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FIGURE 1: A: Bilateral breasts at initial presentation. B: Left breast at
initial presentation. C: Right breast after final debridement operation. D:
Left breast after final debridement operation. E: Right breast on
postoperative day four following final debridement. F: Left breast on
postoperative day four following final debridement.

Following several months of wound care therapy and hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT), the patient sought
reconstructive surgery due to pain associated with her healing breast wounds and resultant breast
asymmetry. Due to her gender identity, gender-affirming top surgery was discussed as a reconstructive
option. During this consultation, the patient confirmed that her goal, the alteration of her chest to a more
masculine appearance, was inadequately achieved with breast reduction. Approximately four months after
initial mammoplasty reduction, gender-affirming female-to-male (FTM) top surgery was completed with
nipple-sparing mastectomy using the free nipple graft technique. Perioperatively, the patient was treated
with immunomodulatory medications: 10 mg prednisone (Deltasone, Pfizer) and 100 mg cyclosporine
(Gengraf, AbbVie Inc.) daily. Postoperative convalescence was normal, and two months later, a revision with
suction-assisted lipectomy of bilateral axillary lipodystrophy was completed to improve chest contour
(Figure 2). To date, the patient has had no signs of recurrent PG and is satisfied with her surgical outcome.
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FIGURE 2: Row A: Healing bilateral PSPG wounds prior to mastectomy.
Row B: Status post-mastectomy with free nipple graft. Row C: Post
revision with fat grafting and tissue rearrangement.

Discussion
Postsurgical pyoderma gangrenosum is a rare complication of breast surgery associated with significant
morbidity due to delayed diagnosis. PSPG symptoms often manifest within the week following surgical
intervention. The mean time from PSPG symptom onset to correct diagnosis is 12.5 days, although cases
have gone undiagnosed for as long as three years [1].

Due to the rarity of PSPG, systematic and literature reviews have been instrumental in the diagnosis and
treatment of PG. The most recent reviews of PG cases emphasized the importance of early diagnosis and
avoidance of wound debridement to minimize the risk of permanent deformity. Accurate and efficient
diagnosis is challenging as PG mimics severe cellulitis or necrotizing infection. Understandably, patients
with PG are often initially managed with irrigation and debridement, which may exacerbate PSPG. A
systematic review by Ehrl et al. analyzed 87 cases of pyoderma gangrenosum of the breast and proposed
major and minor criteria for diagnosing PG. The major criteria needed were the presence of painful,
progressive, violaceous, irregular ulcers [1]. In addition, suspicion for PG should be elevated in the context of
a presumed necrotizing infection that yields no positive culture results, lesions that spare the nipple-areolar
complex, and ulcerated areas that do not cross suture lines [1].

PG is a diagnosis of exclusion that often follows repeated, failed debridements. For patients with delayed
diagnosis, repeated wound debridement can lead to soft tissue defects that require complex reconstruction.
If reconstructive procedures are needed following acute PG, consideration of perioperative
immunomodulatory administration to avoid further pathergy is essential [1]. Even with early diagnosis and
treatment, patients with PG may have a protracted wound healing course. No single regimen has been
identified as superior in the treatment of PG, but most successful treatment regimens and perioperative
prophylaxis include corticosteroids, cyclosporine, or a combination of both [6]. In the absence of PG
improvement with these medications, other immunomodulatory agents (e.g., monoclonal antibodies) can be
considered [7]. Treatment is continued until the resolution of ulcers, which can take weeks to months.

Central to the optimal reconstructive outcome, in this case, was a treatment plan acknowledging the
multifaceted, individualized nature of gender identity and expression. Research in the fields of psychology,
neuroscience, and neuroendocrinology demonstrate an evolving understanding of gender identity that
challenges the gender binary [8]. While a growing body of research supports the importance of gender-
affirming care for transgender patients [9], the language surrounding this care continues to indicate a gender
binary. Top surgery is categorized as female-to-male (FTM) or male-to-female (MTF), suggesting patients
simply desire to transition from one sex to another. Further understanding of gender indicates that gender
identity and expression are exceptionally individualized [10]. Consequently, top surgery is a procedure that
should not be considered solely in patients who are pursuing transition but may be considered in patients
who feels their current chest structure is incongruent with their ideal gender expression or would incur
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medical benefit from the procedure. Exploration of the ideal outcome for our patient yielded their desire for
breast removal. Gender-affirming top surgery was likely not offered or understood as an option for our
patient when initially discussing reconstructive procedures as they did not explicitly seek transition care.
Yet, early in their complicated postoperative course, our patient inquired about mastectomy. This inquiry
occurred almost two months before top surgery was offered as a treatment option by a patient-driven
consultation with another reconstructive breast surgeon. While our patient was not seeking transition-
related care, they did desire mastectomy and top surgery for a medical and aesthetic outcome congruent
with their goals and compatible with their individual gender expression.

Conclusions
While rare, PSPG should always be included in the differential diagnosis of postoperative wounds, especially
when necrotizing infection is on the differential. Although histological findings are not pathognomonic for
PG, a biopsy of wounds requiring multiple debridement procedures would be prudent. When PG is
diagnosed, early initiation of immunomodulatory medications and judicious debridement are imperative. As
our understanding of gender continues to expand, we encourage reconstructive surgeons to incorporate an
understanding of a patient’s gender identity, expression, or goals during treatment to optimize their
patient-centered care.
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